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Special Places: 

 
 

astle Luenueva:  Castle Luenueva is the seat of the Crown for the Kingdom of 

Vaera.  The royal palace was built with multiple levels.  The main level houses the 

Crown’s platform and thornes as well as secret chambers used only when primarily 

the Kingdom of the Flame and the Kingdom of Land and Stone must confront a 

great threat.  There is also a special chambers behind the platform.  The main special 

quarters of the palace lies across from teh seat of thrones.  It has special 

compartments.  Some readily seen upon entry, others existentially called upon to manifest 

themselves.  This edifice is built from stone, very fitting for the kingdom-world of Land and 

Pebble. 

 

 

oyal Quarters of the Prince and the Princess.  These chambers are separate from 

that of Castle of Luenueva.  After Prince Dasarēan  and Princess Yuestasīa wed, 

he brings her to their own place.  It has at least too levels.  Within the private  
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chambers of their palace, soil pile, encapsualted waters, containd winds and fire pile accompany 

their masters along wit hthe Vaeran prince and princess and Fireball.  Within these special private 

quarter Yuestasīa and Dasarēan  express their intimacy.  None could quite assume they had 

known, whether their beautiful physical entanglement was due to their being masters or the palace 

itself.  Here they perform acrobatic feats entwined where Yuestasīa can hold onto watery bars 

unseen through the veil and the veil and their existential selves separate from their bodies until 

their special moments allow them to return completely revived.  There is also a sacred sort of 

bathing chambers in which Dasarēan  and Yuestasīa enter to cleanse their physical bodies.  The 

waters first invite them at the stone floor surface and as they further enter there is a rainfall of 

mystical waters.  It is not exactly how a rainfall appears to be contained with the palace that is a 

physical edifice.  They do not seep nor ever flood any of the other chambers of the palace.  Is is 

a reserved place for only Yuestasīa and Dasarēan to use. 

 

 

iala:  The Kingdom of Yīala is known by two alternate names.  The first is the 

Kingdom of Pebble and Clay and the other is the Kingdom of Land and Stone.  

The ancient people and those of recent memory can build with the use of these 

elements polities and other necessary structures without the use of manual 

labour.  Since the clay is closest to the ground, the people, including their 

masters, are consider to have a specific trait that reflects the need for expression 

of a basic need. The Kingdom of Vaera is considered by many to be the land in which the 

strongest of the Four dwell.   Yet they, just as the rest of the people and masters are not inclined 

towards destruction or violence. Compared to the citizens of the other Four Kingdoms, they are 

prone to anger, but not obviously so.  It is not just with their hands that they can use the force of 

rock and clay, but with a wink of the eye there naturally lies within the unique capability to wield 

such force and object.  In order for them to perform this harrowing feat, they knew through 

practice, some even as apprentice to masters that they must align their mind, heart and object to 

safely accomplish the task.  Their Crown is comprised of Queen Qauděyah and King Thaymor 

though they are not named specifically in the The Sacred Four. 

 

 

ahera:  The Kingdom of Vahera is also called by the Kingdom of the Mystic 

Waters.  The estuary had its unique history of their world.  It was not of their 

world or among any of the four kingdoms.  Other heavenly bodies beyond its 

sphere deposited its excess into this universe.  The universe reacted to the 

foreign presence, assuming that it was indeed an intruder.  The darkness within 

its space constricted.  The watershed now all become one.  It showered itself 

only among those whom it knew could claim it.  Some of the inhabitants found themselves in 

shock. The heavens appeared clear.  The clouds were those of another world to behold.  Yet 

where these individuals, these families and the people of the water stood, they became drenched.  

They raised their hands, some held their mouths agape, tasting the sweet nectar which 

ceremoniously befell them.  They now were able to create controlled floods in small areas, to 

use the waters to create a clearing.  Some had yet to discover the full potential of their ability to 

manipulate these waters.  As The Sacred Four Series™ is a prelude duology to The Alchemic 

Kingdoms Series™, the Kingdom of Vahera will have quite an important role in forming the 

Bridge of Light beyond the cosmos as the natural worlds transition to the Cosmic for The Final 

Battle For Light.  Its waters will mix  
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with light to establish the bridge to deliver Peradăyah.  For now, masters and those chosen of 

Yīala  will use crushed stone filled with crystal waters from the Kingdom of Vahera as a weapon 

against their current enemy, one who is an enemy to The Sacred Four. 

 

 

aera:  The Kingdom of Vaera is also known as the Kingdom of the Flame.  It is, 

according to memorialized history, the fourth  kingdom-world created for the 

world of The Sacred Four.  Its origin is related to the existence of three suns 

from eons ago.  The one sun that was most aligned with this kingdom 

descended.  One who dwelled in this kingdom at the time touched it as it became 

a flame.  His hand was cool to the touch.  This was an indication that its people 

would most commonly become masters of fire, yet they would not be subsumed by it.  As for the 

present, Vaera is the original kingdom of which Yuestasīa was born and raised where several 

practitioners of alchemies elect her as representative to help train for the encroaching threat to 

their kingdom.  Their Crown is comprised of King Vuqaiĭs, Queen Nuĭesa, Prince Dasarēan  and 

after he is wed, it includes Princess Yuestasīa.   

 

 

tuphratī:  The Kingdom of Atuphratī is one of The Sacred Four Kingdoms whose 

origins stems from the winds of translucent grace. It originated when the 

universe enshrouding this world exhaled at the birth of its existence.  It is also 

known as the Kingdom of the Sacred Breezes.  The people of this kingdom-

world who would become masters could breathe healing onto others by using 

the sacred wings.  The practical use of the power contained within their special 

breaths was that they were able to rid their immediate surroundings of poison 

and debris.  Their ability would be achieved by genuine practice in order to perfect the mastery 

of this and other alchemies.  Princess Yuestasīa, also a master is able to hear the sacred winds 

from afar not only in the Kingdom of Vaera, but while she trains in the special realm with Prince 

Dasarēan at her side. Their Crown is comprised of King Nijeau, Queen Aiēna, Princess Tanalīa  

and her trusted mystic creature companions, Nueamaĭa. 

 

 

 

  


